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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this memorandum is to refine a set of infrastructure solutions for the Main Street Safety Project,
building off the initial alternatives1 and initial analysis and screening2, while integrating feedback from the
project committees, decision makers, and broader Springfield community on possible element options. This
memorandum discusses the three key groupings of elements for proposed solutions on Main Street
(intersection control, raised median framework, and street cross sections) and creates a comprehensive
toolbox of potential solutions that allows for design flexibility. The key findings and recommendations are
discussed below.

Intersection Control

Springfield’s Transportation System Plan (TSP) policies direct that the City will evaluate all intersection control
types when analyzing the appropriate treatment for a new or reconstructed intersection. Consistent with TSP
Policy 3.10, both roundabouts and signalized intersections were evaluated at the major study intersections
and, as a result, roundabouts are recommended as the long-term solution on Main Street. Roundabouts
perform better than signalized intersections for nearly all of the project goals and objectives and work better in
conjunction with the raised medians to help reduce out-of-direction travel times. However, roundabouts may be
more expensive to implement than signalized intersections due to the changes needed in intersection
footprints; as such, they are prioritized into various tiers to implement over time as funding becomes available.
Table 1 below lists the recommended tiers for each major intersection on Main Street (see section beginning
on page 11 for additional information on intersection control).

Technical Memorandum #13: Preliminary Alternatives (Tech Memo #13), http://ourmainstreetspringfield.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/11/SMSSP_TM_13_Preliminary_Alternatives_Final_2019_09_24_updated_rev.pdf
2 Technical Memorandum #14: Preliminary Analysis and Screening of Alternatives (Tech Memo #14),
http://ourmainstreetspringfield.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/SMSSP_Complete_TM_14__2020_01_17.pdf
1
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Table 1. Prioritization of Intersection Safety Improvements
Main Street Intersection A
21st Street
28th Street
32nd Street
42nd Street
48th Street
54th Street
58th Street
Mountaingate Drive
69th Street

Priority for Intersection Safety Improvements
Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Note: Tier 1 intersections are proposed to be the highest priority for implementation based on the project goals and objectives, followed
by Tier 2, and then Tier 3.
A 48th Street and Mountaingate Drive are identified for intersection improvements in the City’s TSP. While these intersections are not
major study intersections and have less data available, an initial Tier is recommended for each. As more data becomes available (such
as potential right-of-way impacts), the priority can be adjusted.

Raised Median Framework

Raised medians would be the greatest contributor to improved safety on Main Street based on crash reduction
potential. Raised medians are specifically intended to reduce turning-related crashes which make up
approximately 32 percent of all crashes and 42 percent of all fatal and serious injury crashes on Main Street.
Installing raised medians along Main Street requires a balance between providing access to the surrounding
land uses and street network while still providing a significant safety benefit. A list of guiding principles is
provided in this memorandum to help appropriately balance safety and access along Main Street. These
principles include adding frequent U-turn opportunities to minimize out-of-direction travel times, providing
median openings at all major collector and arterial streets, and accommodating emergency vehicle access,
among other considerations (as listed on pages 38-39).
Implementing raised medians using the Balance Safety and Access recommendations presented in this
memorandum can lead to a 35 percent reduction in crashes. If the raised medians were combined with
roundabouts at the seven major study intersections, the crash reduction on Main Street would increase to 48
percent and would result in an average of 31 seconds (ranging from 9 to 53 seconds) of out-of-direction travel
time. An example of what this would look like on Main Street is shown below (Figures 5 and 6).
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Street Cross Sections

Three base street cross sections are recommended for Main Street: Constrained Width, Balanced Street Width
and Active Transportation Enhanced (Figures 1-3). Potential modifications to each (such as adding
landscaping or reducing the width of certain elements) are provided to offer flexibility in design to better fit
corridor opportunities and constraints. The long-term cross section recommendation is shown in Figure 4
below. This includes the Active Transportation Enhanced cross section and the Balanced Street Width cross
section. The Active Transportation Enhanced cross section provides an off-street cycle track with landscaping
while the Balanced Street Width cross section improves facilities for all users while using less right-of-way. The
Constrained Width cross section is similar to the existing cross section and maintains the existing curb lines.
The Constrained Width cross section is only recommended as a short-term solution or for implementation in
constrained3 areas on Main Street, as it is the most feasible to quickly implement.

Figure 1. Constrained Width Cross Section

Constrained areas will be determined during a future Design Phase when more detailed information from surveys,
engineering, and property owner engagement is available to determine the potential impacts and mitigations to adjacent
properties. Areas may be deemed constrained where the benefits of the improvements would not outweigh the cost of
property impacts/mitigations.
3
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Figure 2. Balanced Street Width Cross Section
a) West of Bob Straub Parkway

b) East of Bob Straub Parkway

Figure 3. Active Transportation Enhanced Cross Section
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Recommendation Summary

The following summarizes the recommendation for comprehensive safety improvements on Main Street:
•

Intersection Control: Roundabouts are recommended as the long-term solution for Main Street.
Roundabouts would be implemented as funding becomes available and should be prioritized based on
the project goals and objectives4. The Main Street intersections at 42nd Street, 48th Street, and 54th
Street are identified as high-priority locations for implementation. Installing roundabouts at the seven
major study intersections can potentially decrease crashes at each intersection by nearly 48 percent and
limit out-of-direction travel time to an average of 31 seconds (compared to an average of 53 seconds
with traffic signals). Roundabouts can also reduce overall delay at intersections by an average of
approximately 40 seconds compared to signalized intersections.

•

Raised Median Treatment: The raised median treatment framework should follow the guiding
principles5 for the Balanced Safety and Access approach. This recommendation would reduce crashes
by nearly 48 percent when combined with roundabouts, equating to 16 fewer fatal and injury crashes per
year. This recommendation would have a significant safety benefit while limiting the out-of-direction
travel to an average of 31 seconds (ranging from 9 to 53 seconds)6 when combined with roundabouts.
Raised medians can be prioritized at high-crash locations near high-priority roundabouts to implement a
phased comprehensive safety solution for Main Street.

•

Street Cross Section: The Balanced Street Width and Active Transportation Enhanced cross sections
are recommended, as shown in Figure 4 below. As engineering design progresses in the future,
variations from these base cross sections can be pursued. In the short-term, the Constrained Width
cross section could be implemented on Main Street to address the immediate safety concerns (as it
would be the cheapest and quickest way to implement raised medians) or implemented in areas on
Main Street that have the most constrained right-of-way.

Additional low-cost systemic safety improvements identified by previous safety investigations7 should be
implemented where appropriate, including enhancing street lighting and reducing access density along the
entire corridor. This solution should also accommodate Enhanced Corridor transit, consistent with the MainMcVay Transit Study’s recommended Main Street Locally Preferred Solution.
Table 2 summarizes how the combined recommendation (intersection control, raised median framework, street
cross sections) performs relative to the project goals and objectives. Each of the three recommendations

Note that specific funding sources may have different prioritization criteria, such as All Roads Transportation Safety
(ARTS) funding, which uses benefit-cost analysis to determine priority.
5 Guiding principles for the Balanced Safety and Access approach discussed on pages 38-39.
6 This is consistent with the feedback received from the majority of respondents in the second online open house (38 out
of 56) and a community focus group (8 of 10) who were willing to accept 30-60 seconds (or more) of additional delay
caused by raised medians in exchange for the associated safety benefits
7 All systemic safety improvements from safety evaluations listed in Tech Memo #14.
4
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balances the goals and objectives in different ways to improve conditions on Main Street, with all three
providing a significant safety benefit.

Table 2. Combined Scoring Summary
Constrained
Width +

Roundabouts +
Balance Safety
and Access
Medians

Goals

and Example Evaluation Criteria

Balanced
Street Width +
Roundabouts +
Balance Safety
and Access
Medians

Safety

Active
Transportation
Enhanced +

Roundabouts +
Balance Safety and
Access Medians

Potential to reduce crashes and vehicle speeds.

Business Community

Change in travel time to access businesses, availability of
truck routes, and potential impacts on business signing.

Mobility

Delay at intersections, travel time through Main Street,
and potential impacts to freight Reduction Review Route.

Transportation Choices

Frequency of crossings for people walking and biking, and
the comfort of the walking and biking infrastructure.

Vital Community

Potential for streetscape improvements, such as
landscaping, and the directness of routes between
neighborhoods and Main Street destinations and services.

Feasibility

Degree to which recommendations can be implemented
due to cost and right-of-way impacts, and the benefit of
safety-focused improvements.
Note: The safety elements above have been scored using the criteria described in Technical Memorandum #11: Solutions Evaluation
Criteria. Scores are not intended to determine a single option, but rather help inform the conversation about which safety solutions work
best for Main Street. Scores are relative to existing conditions.
Strongly supports;

Moderately supports;

No significant changes;

Moderately conflicts;

Strongly conflicts
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Table 3 lists the planning level cost estimates for the recommended improvements on Main Street.

Table 3. Planning Level Cost of Combined Recommendation
Intersection/Segment
21St Street
21st Street to 32nd Street
28th Street
32nd Street
32nd Street to 48th Street
42nd Street
48th Street
48th Street to 52nd Street
52nd Street to Bob Straub
Parkway
54th Street
Bob Straub Parkway to 60th Place
58th Street
60th Place to 69th Street
Mountaingate Drive
69th Street

Intersection
Recommendation
Tier 3
Tier 2
Tier 2
Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 3

Cross Section
Recommendation
Balanced Width
Balanced Width
Balanced Width
Active Transportation
Enhanced
Balanced Width
Balanced Width
Total
(rounded)

Planning Level Cost
EstimateA (2019 dollars)
$5 million
$7-11 million
$5 million
$5 million
$15-23 million
$5 million
$5 million
$5-8 million
$6-9 million
$5 million
$5-8 million
$5 million
$9-14 million
$5 million
$5 million
$95 - $120 million

Cost estimates are based on the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering International (AACE) classifications. Planning
level cost estimates (Class 5) indicates a 0-2% project definition and cost estimates may range from +100% to -50%. As the
recommended solution becomes more defined through planning and design, the cost estimates will continue to be refined and will have
less variation in range. Cost estimates include generic assumptions for right-of-way cost. Cost estimates will also need to be scaled
accordingly based on inflation over time.
A

Figures 5 and 6 below show examples of how these three groupings of elements could be combined to create
a comprehensive safety solution for Main Street. These concepts show raised medians, potential U-turning
locations, potential breaks in the raised median to allow for left turns onto and off of Main Street, and
recommended cross section improvements. Concepts for the full corridor are included in Appendix A.
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Figure 4. Long-Term Cross Section Recommendation
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Figure 5. Example Long Term Corridor Recommendation – 36th Street to 46th Street
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Figure 6. Example Long Term Corridor Recommendation – 51st Street to 54th Street
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this memorandum is to refine a set of infrastructure solutions for the Main Street Safety Project,
building off the initial alternatives8 and initial analysis and screening9, while integrating feedback from the
project committees, decision makers, and broader Springfield community on possible element options. This
memorandum discusses the three key groupings of elements for proposed solutions on Main Street
(intersection control, raised median framework, and street cross sections) and creates a comprehensive
toolbox of potential solutions that allows for design flexibility.

INTERSECTION CONTROL
The major intersections on Main Street are currently controlled by traffic signals. However, Springfield’s
Transportation System Plan (TSP) policies direct that the City will evaluate all intersection control types when
analyzing the appropriate treatment for a new or reconstructed intersection. As such, both roundabouts and
traffic signals are being evaluated as potential solutions on Main Street, consistent with TSP Policy 3.1010.
Table 4 summarizes the general performance of roundabouts and traffic signals relative to the project goals
and objectives11. Roundabouts perform better for nearly every goal, and significantly better for the goals of
safety, business community, and mobility of all users. Although the evaluation criteria are qualitative, it is
important to remember the significance of the safety benefits of roundabouts. Roundabouts have been shown
to reduce all crashes by approximately 50 percent12 and fatal and injury crashes by up to 78 percent13.

Technical Memorandum #13: Preliminary Alternatives (Tech Memo #13)
Technical Memorandum #14: Preliminary Analysis and Screening of Alternatives (Tech Memo #14).
10 Springfield TSP Policy 3.10 states: When a project includes planning, reconstructing, or constructing new intersections,
all intersection control types are to be evaluated including statutory control, sign control, geometric control, and signal
control. The City’s recommended alternative will be selected primarily on safety and operational efficiency in the context of
mobility needs for all users, adjacent existing and planned land uses, access considerations, site constraints, availability
of right-of-way, environmental factors, phasing, future needs, safety, construction, and operational costs.
11 Technical Memorandum #11: Solutions Evaluation Criteria (Tech Memo #11), http://ourmainstreetspringfield.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/08/SMSSP-TM11-Solutions-Evaluation-Criteria-Final-2019-07-22_rev_reduced-size.pdf
12 Crash Modification Factors (CMF) Clearinghouse (CMF 10088). Federal Highway Administration. Last updated August
2020.
13 Crash Modification Factors (CMF) Clearinghouse (CMF 226). Federal Highway Administration. Last updated August
2020.
8
9
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Table 4. Intersection Control Scoring Summary
Roundabouts

Goals

and Example Evaluation Criteria

Safety

Traffic
Signals

Potential to reduce crashes and vehicle speeds.

Business Community

Change in travel time to access businesses, availability of truck routes, and
potential impacts on business signing.

Mobility

Delay at intersections, travel time through Main Street, and potential impacts to
freight Reduction Review Route.

Transportation Choices

Frequency of crossings for people walking and biking, and the comfort of the
walking and biking infrastructure.

Vital Community

Potential for streetscape improvements, such as landscaping, and the directness
of routes between neighborhoods and Main Street destinations and services.

Feasibility

Degree to which recommendations can be implemented due to cost and right-ofway impacts, and the benefit of safety-focused improvements.
Note: The safety elements above have been scored using the criteria described in Technical Memorandum #11: Solutions Evaluation
Criteria. Scores are not intended to determine a single option, but rather help inform the conversation about which safety solutions work
best for Main Street. Options might score differently if used together with other elements but are shown here without consideration for
how they may be combined.
Strongly supports;

Moderately supports;

No significant changes;

Moderately conflicts;

Strongly conflicts

By encouraging drivers to slow down and also reducing the number of conflict points at an intersection,
roundabouts significantly reduce fatal and severe injury crashes, such as head-on and right-angle crashes.
Crashes at major intersections on Main Street where roundabouts are installed could be reduced by 48
percent. Roundabouts would also lessen traffic congestion on Main Street. If roundabouts are implemented,
educational outreach will be important to help drivers understand how to safely manuever through a multilane
roundabout, yield to emergency vehicles, and clear the intersection during minor proprety damage only
crashes. While they may cost more to construct, roundabouts can decrease public and private costs by
lowering crash and maintenance costs over time. Note that the right-of-way impacts could greatly impact the
cost of construction. Approximate right-of-way footprints at each intersection are shown in the IntersectionSpecific Considerations section below.
By comparison, retaining signalized intersections would not significantly improve safety. Signalized
intersections would likely require and include modifications, such as more lanes added in specific locations to
accommodate increased traffic over the next 20 years, widening near the corners to accommodate U-turns and
transit bus queue jump lanes, and signal timing changes. Even with modifications, signalized intersections
would create more traffic delay than roundabouts. The construction cost for signals may be lower than building
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a roundabout but maintenance costs would be higher. Note that the right-of-way impacts could greatly impact
the cost of construction.
Another significant difference between roundabouts and signalized intersections on Main Street is the ability for
freight vehicles to make a U-turn. Roundabouts can be designed to allow freight vehicles (such as small box
trucks or large interstate semitrailer trucks) to make a U-turn using the inside lane with some tracking over the
concrete apron around the inside island. However, freight vehicles would be unable to make U-turns at
signalized intersections without significant widening (see examples in Figure 7; Appendix B includes additional
intersections). Such widening would have substantial impacts to adjacent properties and would make
pedestrian crossings less safe by significantly increasing crossing distances and exposure time. Furthermore,
large trucks would likely need to drive very slowly while making these U-turns and pedestrian crossing times
would increase, which would increase the amount of delay all drivers would experience at these intersections.
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Figure 7. Example U-turns at Intersections
a) Signal - Passenger Car

b) Signal - Semitrailer Truck (WB-67)

c) Roundabout - Semitrailer Truck (WB-67)

Note: Intersection concepts are shown at different scales.
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As an alternative to accommodating U-turns by freight vehicles at the signalized intersections, freight vehicles
could instead reroute along the surrounding city street network using city truck routes14, which have limited
connectivity (see Figure 8) and would require medium to high levels of freight rerouting. Figure 9 shows
examples of how freight vehicles could reroute to access businesses and properties on Main Street if the
intersections were controlled by traffic signals instead of roundabouts, and the out-of-direction distance
required.
Note these example routes are on city truck routes, which include only a limited number of possible routes,
particularly east of Bob Straub Parkway. To improve connectivity, collector and arterial streets would need to
be upgraded to accommodate freight vehicles, assuming the streets are not bikeways and do not pass through
primarily residential land uses.
For example, S. 58th Street between Main Street and Bob Straub Parkway, which is currently identified as a
major collector, could be upgraded to a city truck route to help shorten the levels of rerouting on Main Street
east of Bob Straub Parkway. However, upgrading to a truck route would need to be balanced with the adjacent
residential land uses and a desire to extend the Virginia-Daisy bikeway across Bob Straub Parkway to connect
to 58th Street. Another example is S. 14th Street between Main Street and S. A Street, which is identified as a
minor arterial and could likely be upgraded to a city truck route. This would help provide opportunities for
freight vehicles to turn around if a roundabout was not installed at 21st Street, as shown in Example 3 in Figure
9. East of 60th Street is primarily residential land uses, and would require limited large freight deliveries, which
could utilize the collector and arterial street system. With traffic signals at the intersections, further investigation
will be necessary to determine the mitigations needed to accommodate freight vehicles rerouting on additional
collector and arterial streets that are not a city truck route.

14

City of Springfield 2035 Transportation System Plan, Figure 3, Adopted July 2014, Revised January 2020
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Figure 8. Availability of Alternative Routes for Freight Deliveries on Main Street if a Raised Median is Present
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Figure 9. Example Alternative Routes for Freight Deliveries on Main Street if a
Raised Median is Present
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Intersection-Specific Considerations

As part of the evaluation, intersection-specific considerations were taken into account. As such, locationspecific concerns are discussed for each major study intersection (existing signalized intersections) in the subsections below. For each intersection, the need for a roundabout is discussed and categorized into three tiers
of priority. This categorization is based on the project goals where the difference between roundabouts and
signalized intersections is significant (primarily Safety, Business Community, Mobility, and Feasibility). Tier 1
intersections are proposed to be the highest priority for implementation, followed by Tier 2, then Tier 3.
Intersection operation results for each intersection discussed below are based on Table 11 from Tech Memo
#14. These results were based on scenarios with very limited median breaks in order to remain conservative. If
more raised median breaks were implemented between major intersections, it could reduce the need for
additional intersection capacity at major intersections and thus reduce the need for mitigations such as
additional slip lanes at roundabouts or additional turn lanes at signalized intersections. Planning level concept
drawings are included for both the roundabouts and traffic signals to show the approximate right-of-way
impact. Note that these concept drawings are for planning purposes only and intended to guide a future design
process which would include additional community engagement and engineering that would develop more
detailed solutions and construction plans. Particularly for roundabouts, the approach alignment can be
adjusted upon future designs as right-of-way tradeoffs at intersections are better understood.
For each intersection, it is noted whether any safety concerns were flagged in the existing conditions
evaluation15, which looked at crash data from 2012-2016. The levels of freight rerouting (shown in Figure 8
above), are also discussed for each major study intersection.
Main Street and 21st Street
Recommended Tier 3 roundabout
•

Safety: The intersection of Main Street at 21st Street is one of only two study intersections that was not
flagged for safety concerns in the existing conditions evaluation. However, the intersection did
experience one pedestrian crash within the study period, and the segment just to the east of 21st Street
has experienced several turning and rear-end crashes that could be mitigated by a raised median.
Converting this signalized intersection to a roundabout would allow for a raised median to be installed
on adjacent roadway segments without significantly increasing out-of-direction travel since roundabouts
facilitate U-turn movements, including U-turn movements for freight vehicles. Installing a roundabout at
this location would also encourage slower travel speeds, create a gateway treatment for eastbound
travelers, and become a proactive safety countermeasure.

•

Mobility: Drivers would experience similar delays with either a roundabout or signalized intersection,
and either would easily meet ODOT mobility targets.

Technical Memorandum #6: Existing Transportation Conditions (Tech Memo #6), http://ourmainstreetspringfield.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/02/SMSSP_TM_06_Exisiting_Transportation_Conditions_FINAL_2019-02-22.pdf
15
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•

Business Community: Near 21st Street, medium levels of out-of-direction rerouting are required for
freight vehicles to access properties on Main Street if roundabouts are not implemented, assuming 14th
Street between Main Street and S. A Street is upgraded to a city truck route, as noted on page 14. This
rerouting would likely have a moderate impact on freight deliveries on Main Street if 21st Street remained
a signalized intersection.

•

Feasibility: Figure 10 shows the conceptual drawings for a roundabout and signalized intersection that
would need widening to accommodate passenger vehicle U-turns. The roundabout footprint depicted in
Figure 10(a) is much larger, but also allows for truck U-turns.
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Figure 10. Main Street and 21st Street Concepts
a) a)
Roundabout
(Tier
3) 3)
Roundabout
(Tier
Roundabout concept is preliminary and
subject to change. Right-of-way impacts
can be adjusted upon future design.

•

Reduces crashes
by 48%

•

Similar delay as
signalized
intersection

•

Larger right-of-way
impact than
signalized
intersection

•

Freight vehicles can
make U-turns

b) Signalized Intersection
•

No significant safety
benefit

•

Similar delay as
roundabout

•

Medium out-ofdirection travel for
freight vehicles

•

Freight vehicles
cannot make Uturns

Note: Intersection concepts are shown at different scales.
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Main Street and 28th Street
Recommended Tier 2 roundabout
•

Safety: The existing conditions evaluation flagged the intersection of Main Street at 28th Street for safety
issues based on an excess number of crashes and an excess proportion of certain crash types
(including bike crashes) for what is expected for this type of intersection. Main Street between 28th
Street and 32nd Street provides important connectivity between the western edge of the Virginia-Daisy
bikeway and western Springfield. The intersection has experienced multiple serious injury crashes, and
the most predominant crash types are turning and rear-end, both of which can be mitigated by
roundabouts. Additionally, the south leg of the intersection is at a skew, and a roundabout would
eliminate the safety risks associated with skewed approaches (e.g., limited field of view). The adjacent
roadway segment between 28th Street and 30th Street was also flagged as a safety concern due to an
excess number of crashes, a crash rate that exceeds the ODOT critical rate, and is within a 2014, 2015,
and 2016 ODOT Safety Priority Index System (SPIS) Top 10 percent site16. This segment would benefit
from the additional installation of a raised median, and a roundabout at 28th Street would also minimize
the resulting out-of-direction travel.

•

Mobility: Main Street and 28th Street can meet ODOT mobility targets as either a signalized intersection
or roundabout, but a signalized intersection may require dual southbound left lanes and a westbound
right turn lane to meet mobility targets. A roundabout would also likely reduce average intersection delay
by approximately 26 seconds compared to a signalized intersection. Additional queuing analysis may be
needed with either a roundabout or signalized intersection to ensure that queues do not experience
spillback from 28th Street to the railroad crossing less than 400 feet to the east (or from the railroad back
to 28th Street). However, a roundabout would have a lower volume-to-capacity ratio and less delay for
the westbound approach. Therefore, westbound queues would be less likely to experience spillback
onto the railroad tracks and more likely to quickly dissipate and clear the track during a rail event.
Signage to avoid blocking the roundabout during a rail event could be added at the intersection and/or
gates could be added to approaches to avoid blocking the roundabout during rail crossing events.

•

Business Community: Near 28th Street, medium levels of out-of-direction rerouting are required for
freight vehicles to access properties on Main Street. This rerouting would likely have a moderate impact
on freight deliveries if 28th Street remained a signalized intersection.

•

Feasibility: Figure 11 shows the conceptual drawings for a roundabout and signalized intersection that
would need widening to accommodate passenger vehicle U-turns, as well as the additional turn lanes
possibly needed to meet mobility targets. The roundabout footprint depicted in Figure 11(a) would have
a larger impact on nearby buildings, but also allows for truck U-turns.

The ODOT Safety Priority Index System identifies high crash locations on all roadways in the state by evaluating the
crash frequency, crash severity, and traffic volume of a roadway in 0.10 mile increments.
16
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Figure 11. Main Street and 28th Street Concepts
a) Roundabout (Tier 2)
Roundabout concept is preliminary and
subject to change. Right-of-way impacts
can be adjusted upon future design.

•

Reduces crashes
by 48%

•

Improves
intersection skew

•

Reduces average
delay by
approximately 26
seconds

•

Freight vehicles
can make U-turns

b) Signalized Intersection
•

No significant safety
benefit

•

Added southbound left
and westbound right
turn lanes

•

Medium out-of-direction
travel for freight
vehicles

•

Freight vehicles cannot
make U-turns

Note: Intersection concepts are shown at different scales.
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Main Street and 32nd Street
Recommended Tier 2 roundabout
•

Safety: The existing conditions evaluation flagged the intersection of Main Street and 32nd Street due to
an excess frequency of crashes and an excess proportion of certain crash types (including bike
crashes), and because it is within a 2014 and 2016 ODOT Top 10 percent SPIS site. The intersection
experienced a fatal pedestrian crash, as well as several turning and angle crashes. This intersection
provides important connectivity to the western edge of the Virginia-Daisy bikeway and the Jasper Road
Trailhead for accessing the Mill Race and Middle Fork Paths. Installing a roundabout at this location
would eliminate many of the predominant crash types that currently occur at this intersection and
provide a safer connection to the bikeway and paths.

•

Mobility: A roundabout would meet mobility targets at Main Street and 32nd Street. A signalized
intersection may not meet mobility targets in the future but would operate with a volume-to-capacity ratio
less than 1.0. In particular, the westbound left turn movement could expect longer queues with a traffic
signal, while a roundabout would reduce intersection delay by approximately 22 seconds compared to a
signalized intersection.

•

Business Community: Near 32nd Street, medium levels of out-of-direction rerouting are required for
freight vehicles to access properties on Main Street, as the city street network provides some
connectivity. This rerouting would likely have a moderate impact on freight deliveries if 32nd Street
remained a signalized intersection.

•

Feasibility: Figure 12 shows the conceptual drawings for a roundabout and signalized intersection that
would need widening to accommodate passenger vehicle U-turns. Improvements to make either a
roundabout or signalized intersection feasible would likely impact adjacent properties.
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Figure 12. Main Street and 32nd Street Concepts
a) Roundabout (Tier 2)
•

Reduces crashes
by 48%

•

Reduces average
delay by
approximately 22
seconds

•

Freight vehicles
can make U-turns

Roundabout concept is preliminary
and subject to change. Right-ofway impacts can be adjusted upon
future design.

b) Signalized Intersection
c)

•

No significant safety benefit

•

High levels of delay (would
likely not meet mobility
targets)

•

Medium out-of-direction
travel for freight vehicles

•

Freight vehicles cannot make
U-turns

Note: Intersection concepts are shown at different scales.
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Main Street and 42nd Street
Recommended Tier 1 roundabout
•

Safety: The existing conditions evaluation flagged the intersection of Main Street and 42nd Street due to
an excess frequency of crashes and a crash rate that exceeds the ODOT critical rate. This intersection
was also included within a 2014, 2015, and 2016 ODOT Top 10 percent SPIS site and the location of a
previously identified All Roads Transportation Safety (ARTS) project. The intersection experienced
several rear-end, angle, and turning crashes, including one serious injury turning crash within the study
period. The excess frequency of crashes at this intersection is higher than any other study intersection
(more than five crashes per year higher than what is expected at similar four-leg signalized
intersections). Additionally, the adjacent roadway segment between 42nd Street and 48th Street is the
only segment along the corridor that was flagged in all five safety evaluation categories17, and is a high
priority segment for raised median installation. Converting this signalized intersection to a roundabout
would mitigate the predominant crash patterns at the intersection and would also facilitate the
installation of a raised median between 42nd Street and 48th Street by facilitating U-turns and reducing
out-of-direction travel.

•

Mobility: Main Street and 42nd Street can meet ODOT mobility targets as either a roundabout or
signalized intersection, but a signalized intersection may require dual southbound and northbound left
turn lanes to meet targets (depending on the level of U-turn opportunities between major intersections).
Even with the additional turn lanes at the signal, longer queues would be expected at the signalized
intersection on nearly all approaches. A roundabout would reduce delay by approximately 46 seconds
compared to a signalized intersection, and would continue to have excess capacity to accommodate
future traffic growth.

•

Business Community: A signalized intersection would require medium levels of out-of-direction travel
for freight vehicles. A roundabout would mitigate the need for longer out-of-direction travel for freight
vehicles on other city truck routes, particularly if combined with a future roundabout at 48th Street (TSP
Project R-52).

•

Feasibility: Figure 13 shows the conceptual drawings for a roundabout and signalized intersection that
would need widening to accommodate passenger vehicle U-turns, as well as the additional turn lanes
possibly needed to meet mobility targets. Both the widening for the signalized intersection and the
roundabout would impact nearby properties. The roundabout requires a larger footprint but allows for
truck U-turns.

From Tech Memo #6: Exceeds expected crash frequency, excess crash types, SPIS location, exceeds critical crash
rate and ARTS location.
17
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Figure 13. Main Street and 42nd Street Concepts
a) Roundabout (Tier 1)

Roundabout concept is preliminary
and subject to change. Right-ofway impacts can be adjusted upon
future design.

•

Reduces crashes
by 48%

•

Reduces average
delay by
approximately 46
seconds

•

Freight vehicles
can make U-turns

•

No significant
safety benefit

•

Added southbound
left and
northbound left
turn lanes

•

High levels of
delay

•

Medium out-ofdirection travel for
freight vehicles

•

Freight vehicles
cannot make Uturns

b) Signalized Intersection
c)

Note: Intersection concepts are shown at different scales.
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Main Street and 54th Street
Recommended Tier 1 roundabout
•

Safety: The intersection of Main Street at 54th Street has experienced more pedestrian crashes than
any other location on the corridor, two of which resulted in fatalities during the study period. While not
included in the existing conditions evaluation, additional pedestrian crashes have occurred near this
location, including one fatal crash in January 2020. In addition to pedestrian crashes, this intersection
was also flagged as having an excess crash frequency, within a 2014, 2015, and 2016 ODOT Top 10
percent SPIS location, and as an ODOT ARTS project location. While pedestrian crashes are not the
primary crash type treated by roundabouts, roundabouts do result in slower vehicle speeds and are
designed to include enhanced, two-stage pedestrian crossings. Roundabouts also mitigate the potential
for red light running, which contributed to the fatal pedestrian crashes at this location in 2014 and 2015.

•

Mobility: Main Street and 54th Street can meet ODOT mobility targets as either a signalized intersection
or roundabout but a signalized intersection would have higher delays and longer eastbound queues. A
roundabout would reduce average intersection delay by approximately 38 seconds compared to a
signalized intersection.

•

Business Community: Near 54th Street, medium levels of out-of-direction rerouting are required for
freight vehicles to access properties on Main Street. There would likely be a moderate impact to freight
deliveries with a traffic signal. A roundabout would mitigate the need for longer out-of-direction travel for
freight vehicles on other city truck routes, particularly if combined with a future roundabout at 48th Street
(TSP Project R-52).

•

Feasibility: Figure 14 shows the conceptual drawings for a roundabout and signalized intersection that
would need widening to accommodate passenger vehicle U-turns. The existing, wider right-of-way near
54th Street allows the widened signalized intersection to fit within existing right-of-way and helps better
accommodate the roundabout footprint.
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Figure 14. Main Street and 54th Street Concepts
a) Roundabout (Tier 1)
Roundabout concept is
preliminary and subject to change.
Right-of-way impacts can be
adjusted upon future design.

•

Reduces crashes
by 48%

•

Helps address
history of fatal
crashes

•

Reduces delay by
approximately 38
seconds

•

Freight vehicles
can make U-turns

Note: Existing memorial
relocation will be determined
during a future design phase.

b) Signalized Intersection
c)

•

No significant safety benefit

•

Medium out-of-direction travel
for freight vehicles

•

Freight vehicles cannot make
U-turns

Note: Intersection concepts are shown at different scales.
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Main Street & Bob Straub Parkway
The City’s Transportation System Plan (TSP) identifies an interchange as a long-term improvement for this
intersection. As part of the analysis for this project, it was determined that additional improvements to
accommodate traffic growth at a standard at-grade signalized intersection is not feasible. While a roundabout
could be a potential solution (see Tech Memo # 14 Appendix D, Technical Memorandum #16: Roundabout
Analysis), ODOT should conduct a more detailed alternatives analysis looking at multiple
interchange/intersection options to determine the appropriate interim and long-term solution. Any solution
should consider the interaction of the nearby intersections at 54th Street and 58th Street to ensure continuity
and safety for all road users in the area. Figure 15 shows a roundabout concept that could be one potential
safety solution, which includes additional lanes that could be added as traffic volumes or queuing dictate.
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Figure 15. Main Street and Bob Straub Parkway Roundabout Concept
Curvilinear alignment design techniques on southbound
approach will be required to effectively mitigate high
speeds. Current sketch is preliminary and not to scale.

Roundabout concept
is preliminary and
subject to change.
Right-of-way impacts
can be adjusted upon
future design.
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Main Street and 58th Street
Recommended Tier 2 roundabout
•

•

Safety: The existing conditions evaluation flagged the intersection of Main Street and 58th Street due to
an excess frequency of crashes, an excess proportion of angle crashes, and being within a 2014, 2015,
and 2016 ODOT Top 10 percent SPIS site. The predominant crash types are rear-end, turning, and
angle crashes; however, bike and pedestrian crashes also occurred at this intersection. Additionally, the
roadway segments on both sides of 58th Street were flagged in the safety evaluation for an excess
frequency of crashes and an excess proportion of angle crashes. Converting this signalized intersection
to a roundabout would mitigate the predominant crash patterns at the intersection and would also
facilitate the installation of a raised median on adjacent roadway segments by facilitating U-turns and
reducing out-of-direction travel.
Mobility: Main Street and 58th Street can meet ODOT mobility targets as either a signalized
intersection or roundabout, but a signalized intersection may require dual eastbound and westbound
left turn lanes to meet targets. Even with the additional turn lanes, there may be additional queuing
impacts eastbound and northbound with a signalized intersection and the queue storage would need to
be designed and the traffic signal timed to limit any queue spillback to Bob Straub Parkway. However, a
roundabout would reduce intersection delay significantly compared to a signalized intersection (by
approximately 62 seconds) and would have excess capacity to accommodate future traffic growth.

•

Business Community: Near 58th Street, high levels of out-of-direction rerouting are required for freight
vehicles to access properties on Main Street. However, this rerouting could be partially improved by
improving S. 58th Street south of Main Street to a city truck route, as noted on page 14. With S. 58th
Street improvements, there would likely only be a moderate impact to freight deliveries with traffic
signals on Main Street.

•

Feasibility: Figure 16 shows the conceptual drawings for a roundabout and signalized intersection that
would need widening to accommodate passenger vehicle U-turns, as well as the additional turn lanes
possibly needed to meet mobility targets. Both the signalized intersection and roundabout would require
additional right-of-way and have similar footprints on the southwest corner. However, the roundabout
depicted in Figure 16(a) has a wider footprint on the northeast corner. Note that the initial roundabout
footprint could be smaller since the footprint depicted includes an optional northbound right turn slip
lane, which could be added in the future if needed to address queuing problems.
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Figure 16. Main Street and 58th Street Concepts
a) Roundabout (Tier 2)
Roundabout concept is
preliminary and subject to
change. Right-of-way impacts
can be adjusted upon future
design.

•

Reduces crashes
by 48%

•

Reduces delay
by approximately
62 seconds

•

Freight vehicles
can make Uturns

•

Optional
northbound right
slip lane shown

•

No significant safety
benefit

•

Added eastbound
left and westbound
left turn lanes
(requires widening
side street)

•

High levels of delay

•

High out-of-direction
travel for freight
vehicles

•

Freight vehicles
cannot make Uturns.

b) Signalized Intersection
c)

Note: Intersection concepts are shown at different scales.
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Main Street and 69th Street
Recommended Tier 3 roundabout
•

Safety: The existing conditions evaluation flagged the intersection of Main Street at 69th Street due to
an excess frequency of crashes and because it is within a 2014 ODOT Top 10 percent SPIS site. The
predominant crash types are rear-end, turning, and angle crashes; however, bike and pedestrian
crashes have also occurred near this intersection. Additionally, the roadway segments on both sides of
69th Street were flagged in the safety evaluation for an excess frequency of crashes and as
encompassing an ODOT SPIS site. Converting this signalized intersection to a roundabout would
mitigate the predominant crash patterns at the intersection and would also facilitate the installation of a
raised median on adjacent roadway segments by facilitating U-turns and reducing out-of-direction travel.
A roundabout could also act as a gateway treatment to transition from the rural highway to the more
urban area, slowing vehicle speeds entering the city.

•

Mobility: Main Street and 69th Street can meet ODOT mobility targets as either a signalized intersection
or roundabout and both would experience similar levels of delay.

•

Business Community: Near 69th Street, high levels of out-of-direction rerouting are required for freight
vehicles to access properties on Main Street. However, Main Street transitions to primarily residential
land uses around this intersection and the need for freight vehicles to access properties on Main Street
is likely lower, limiting the impact on freight deliveries.

•

Feasibility: Figure 17 shows the conceptual drawings for a roundabout and signalized intersection that
would need widening to accommodate passenger vehicle U-turns. Both the signalized intersection and
the roundabout would require additional right-of-way, but the roundabout depicted in Figure 17(a) has a
larger footprint and also allows for truck U-turns.
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Figure 17. Main Street and 69th Street Concepts
a) Roundabout (Tier 3)
Roundabout concept is preliminary and
subject to change. Right-of-way impacts
can be adjusted upon future design.

•

Reduces
crashes by
48%

•

Gateway
treatment
entering city

•

Similar delay
as signalized
intersection

•

Freight
vehicles can
make U-turns

b) Signalized Intersection
c)

•

No significant
safety benefit

•

High out-ofdirection travel for
freight vehicles

•

Similar delay as
roundabout

•

Freight vehicles
cannot make Uturns

Note: Intersection concepts are shown at different scales.
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Other Major Intersections
The City’s TSP identifies intersection improvements at Main Street/Mountaingate Drive (TSP Project R-48) and
Main Street/48th Street (TSP Project R-52). At these intersections (along with other major intersection
improvements on Main Street), roundabouts should be considered to improve safety while providing U-turns for
freight vehicles. While these two intersections identified in the TSP were not major study intersections, a
potential priority tier is recommended for each based on the available data. As more information becomes
available (such as preliminary right-of-way impacts), the priority for each intersection can be adjusted.
The intersection of Main Street at 48th Street has an excess frequency of crashes, many of which are angle
crashes – the primary crash type treated by roundabouts – and is located near segments with higher crash
rates. A high amount of out-of-direction travel is required for freight vehicles if a roundabout is not
implemented; it is also identified as a priority project in the 20-year project list in the TSP. Therefore, Main
Street/48th Street is recommended as a Tier 1 roundabout location.
The intersection of Main Street at Mountaingate Drive was not a study intersection and does not have a high
frequency or severity of crashes. However, it is located on a segment (62nd Place to 69th Street) that does have
a high frequency of crashes and a crash rate that exceeds the ODOT critical rate. It also encompasses an
ARTS project site and would benefit from the installation of a raised median. The project is listed as an
opportunity project in the 20-year project list in the TSP. Therefore, Main Street/Mountaingate Drive is
recommended as a Tier 3 roundabout location.

Intersection Recommendations

Given that roundabouts help address the safety concerns at intersections along Main Street and work in
conjunction with raised medians to reduce the out-of-direction travel time, roundabouts are the preferred
solution for Main Street intersections. Table 5 prioritizes the major study intersections based on the project
goals and objectives where there is a significant difference between roundabouts and signalized intersections
(primarily Safety, Business Community, Mobility and Feasibility). Tier 1 intersections are proposed to be the
highest priority for implementation, followed by Tier 2, and then Tier 3. Tier 1 intersections should be prioritized
for improvements as funding becomes available, particularly when implemented in conjunction with raised
medians. Note that specific funding sources may have different prioritization, such as ARTS funding, which
uses benefit-cost analysis to determine priority.
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Table 5. Prioritization of Intersection Safety Improvements
Main Street Intersection A
21st Street
28th Street
32nd Street
42nd Street
48th Street
54th Street
58th Street
Mountaingate Drive
69th Street

Priority for Intersection Safety Improvements
Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Note: Tier 1 intersections are proposed to be the highest priority for implementation based on the project goals and objectives, followed
by Tier 2, and then Tier 3.
A 48th Street and Mountaingate Drive are identified for intersection improvements in the City’s TSP. While these intersections are not
major study intersections and have less data available, an initial Tier is recommended for each. As more data becomes available (such
as potential right-of-way impacts), the priority can be adjusted.
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RAISED MEDIAN FRAMEWORK
A raised median provides a physical barrier that moves left turns and crossings to safer locations. These
changes reduce the number of potential conflict points and, as a result, streets generally become safer and
less stressful to travel on. Raised medians could be the greatest contributor to improved safety on Main Street,
potentially reducing crashes by up to 60 percent on the entire study corridor. Raised medians are specifically
intended to reduce turning-related crashes which make up approximately 32 percent of all crashes and 42
percent of all fatal and serious injury crashes on Main Street.
Any potential median on Main Street would have breaks for turning options to provide access along Main
Street, though some raised medians will require drivers to travel a short distance to make safer left turns or Uturns at intersections. Installing raised medians along Main Street requires a balance between providing
access to the surrounding land uses and street network while still providing a significant safety benefit, as
shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. The Relationship between Raised Median Design, Safety, and Access
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The three raised median treatment categories shown above provide examples for how raised medians could
be implemented on Main Street and are described as follows:
•

Maximizing Safety: Adding raised medians with openings at major intersections only. More median
coverage along Main Street would have the greatest impact on improving safety but would also
decrease the accessibility to and from local streets, requiring some out-of-direction travel compared to
existing conditions (taking approximately 60-120 seconds more to reach a destination, on average).

•

Balancing Safety and Access: Adding raised medians with openings at major intersections and some
local streets. This would better balance the need to improve safety with accessibility on Main Street,
reducing the amount of out-of-direction travel while still providing significant safety benefits (taking
approximately 30-60 seconds more to reach a destination, on average).

•

Limited Medians: Adding raised medians only at locations with the most severe safety concerns. This
provides the most accessibility on Main Street with limited out-of-direction travel (taking approximately
10-30 seconds more to reach a destination, on average). However, the amount of safety benefits that
limited medians would have on Main Street may be minor, as crashes occur along the entire corridor.
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Table 6 summarizes how the three median treatment categories perform relative to the project goals and
objectives. Some of the major differentiators in the scoring include:
•

Safety: Raised medians have the greatest potential to improve safety along Main Street. Maximizing the
raised median coverage on Main Street would substantially reduce the number of conflict points for
people driving, biking, and walking along Main Street. Raised medians are specifically intended to
reduce turning-related crashes which make up approximately 32 percent of all crashes and 42 percent
of all fatal and serious injury crashes on Main Street.

•

Business Community: As the raised median coverage increases, the amount of out-of-direction travel
required to access businesses and properties along Main Street also increases from 10-30 seconds for
the Limited Median category and up to 60-120 seconds for the Maximizing Safety category. For freight
and delivery vehicles, this out-of-direction travel would be even more significant if roundabouts are not
installed in coordination with raised medians, as freight vehicles would be unable to make U-turns at
signalized intersections and would have to reroute using the city street network to access businesses
and properties along Main Street.

•

Mobility: Maximizing Safety has the potential to introduce more U-turns at intersections, slightly
increasing the delay at those intersections. This impact is more noticeable at signalized intersections
than at roundabouts.

•

Transportation Choices: More raised median coverage would increase the ability to provide midblock
crossing opportunities for people walking and biking on Main Street, also potentially improving access to
transit.

•

Vital Community: Raised medians provide space for potential streetscape improvements.

•

Feasibility: While Limited Medians would have lower construction costs, it would also provide limited
safety benefits, which might not achieve the primary purpose of the Main Street Safety Project and
potentially make it more difficult to secure funding. Balancing Safety and Access could still help reduce
construction and maintenance costs while providing a safety benefit, achieving the project purpose and
improving the likelihood of funding. While the Maximize Safety approach would have the largest safety
benefit, it would also have the greatest impact on nearby intersections on Main Street, increasing the
cost of intersection improvements.
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Table 6. Raised Median Treatment Scoring Summary
Maximizing
Safety

Goals

and Example Evaluation Criteria

Safety

Balancing
Safety and
Access

Limited
Medians

Potential to reduce crashes and vehicle speeds.

Business Community

Change in travel time to access businesses, availability of truck
routes, and potential impacts on business signing.

Mobility

Delay at intersections, travel time through Main Street, and potential
impacts to freight Reduction Review Route.

Transportation Choices

Frequency of crossings for people walking and biking, and the
comfort of the walking and biking infrastructure.

Vital Community

Potential for streetscape improvements, such as landscaping, and
the directness of routes between neighborhoods and Main Street
destinations and services.

Feasibility

Degree to which recommendations can be implemented due to cost
and right-of-way impacts, and the benefit of safety-focused
improvements.
Note: The safety elements above have been scored using the criteria described in Technical Memorandum #11: Solutions Evaluation
Criteria. Scores are not intended to determine a single option, but rather help inform the conversation about which safety solutions work
best for Main Street. Options might score differently if used together with other elements but are shown here without consideration for
how they may be combined.
Strongly supports;

Moderately supports;

No significant changes;

Moderately conflicts;

Strongly conflicts
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Raised Median Treatment Recommendation

The recommended application for raised medians on Main Street is the Balancing Safety and Access
approach. This is consistent with the feedback received from the majority of respondents in the second online
open house (38 out of 56)18 and a community focus group (8 of 10)19 who were willing to accept 30-60 seconds
(or more) of additional delay caused by raised medians in exchange for the associated safety benefits. Given
the strong support for balancing both safety and access along Main Street, a set of guiding principles for a
future Design Phase are provided in the following section to help a project development team design an
appropriate layout for raised medians in the corridor.
Figures 24 and 25 (in the Street Cross Sections discussion on pages 47 and 48) show two examples of how
these guiding principles could be implemented by a future project development team to design segments of the
raised median treatment as funding becomes available. Based on these examples of Balancing Safety and
Access, there is an expected 35 percent reduction in crashes on Main Street from the raised medians alone,
which equates to 10 fewer fatal and injury crashes per year. When combining the Balancing Safety and Access
raised medians with roundabouts, the expected reduction in crashes increases to 48 percent, which equates to
16 fewer fatal and injury crashes per year.
When combined with roundabouts, the out-of-direction travel time is also minimized in the Balancing Safety
and Access raised median framework, with an average added travel time of only 31 seconds (ranging from 9 to
53 seconds). Note that this would increase to an average of 53 seconds (ranging from 9 to 141 seconds) if
roundabouts were not used in combination with the raised medians. As raised medians are implemented over
time, segments near higher priority roundabout locations with a higher crash history or with a greater driveway
density could be prioritized.
The following guiding principles for a future Design Phase should be taken into consideration during raised
median design to best balance safety and access along Main Street:
•

Keep full access at all arterial and collector streets: All arterial and collector streets should have full
access onto and off of Main Street. U-turns for passenger vehicles should also be provided where
feasible at all arterial and collector street intersections.

•

Limit out-of-direction travel time: Out-of-direction travel time should be limited to an average of 30-60
seconds (or less) to achieve the intended balance of safety and accessibility along Main Street. Greater
delays could be considered outside of commercial areas if there is a safety concern with providing
greater access.

See Online Open House #2 Summary for additional details: http://ourmainstreetspringfield.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/06/Online-Open-House-2-Outreach-Summary_Final.pdf
19 See Outreach Round 2 Focus Group Summary: http://ourmainstreetspringfield.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/05/Downtown-Languages-Summary-FINAL-5.24.20.pdf http://ourmainstreetspringfield.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/05/Downtown-Languages-Summary-FINAL-5.24.20.pdf
18
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•

Raised medians paired with roundabouts: Roundabouts have the potential to reduce delay at
intersections (by an average of approximately 40 seconds) and can be paired with raised medians to
help limit out-of-direction travel time, particularly for freight vehicles. The average out-of-direction travel
would increase from 31 seconds to 53 seconds if roundabouts are not used in combination with raised
medians.

•

U-turns at signalized intersections/roundabouts: Roundabouts provide critical U-turn opportunities
for both freight/delivery vehicles and passenger cars. Signalized intersections can be widened to provide
additional U-turn opportunities for passenger cars (but not freight vehicles) to help reduce the out-ofdirection travel time, though widening would create wider pedestrian crossing distances and increase
motor vehicle delay.

•

U-turns at unsignalized intersections: Consider widening to provide signed U-turns at specific
unsignalized intersections to reduce out-of-direction travel time for passenger vehicles. Right turns
followed by U-turns have been found to reduce all crashes by nearly 20% compared to direct left turns20.
It can also reduce serious and fatal injury crashes by nearly 36% by reducing the number of conflict
points and reducing exposure to crashes tied to higher injury severities.

•

Avoid overlapping turn lanes: Where possible, left turns onto local public streets could be provided so
long as the turn lane would not overlap and compete with storage for another turn lane.

•

Consider left-in access to properties on Main Street that generate large volumes of traffic: As the
concepts are refined through a future design effort, left-in or full access could be considered at
properties with significant traffic volumes and larger out-of-direction travel times. Note that the current
example of how these principles can be applied limit out-of-direction travel times to an average of
approximately 30 seconds. As noted in the Tech Memo #14, out-of-direction travel times may have a
larger impact on pass-by businesses (rather than destination businesses). On Main Street, the largest
number of pass-by businesses are near 42nd Street (see Appendix C in Tech Memo #14).

•

Emergency vehicle access: Raised medians should not limit access to fire vehicles departing the fire
stations along Main Street. In addition, a mountable raised median design should be considered on
Main Street to limit the out-of-direction travel for emergency vehicles. A mountable raised median design
would allow emergency service vehicles to make left turns and U-turns throughout Main Street when
necessary, but would be less convenient than the existing two-way left turn lane.

•

Access to streets with no other outlets: There are a handful of streets accessing Main Street that do
not connect to another local street. These streets with no other outlet could maintain full left turn access
onto and off of Main Street until future connectivity to the local street system can be provided.

•

Consider crossing locations for people walking and biking: Raised medians provide for safer
crossing opportunities for people walking and biking. Crossing locations, especially providing access to

Right Turns followed by Direction U-turns Versus Direct Left Turns: A Comparison of Safety Issues, Xu, L., Institute of
Transportation Engineers Journal Vol. 71, No. 11, (2001)
20
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bus stops and active transportation travel routes to neighborhoods to the north and south, should be
considered when determining locations of raised medians and turn lanes.
•

Provide two-stage left turns from side streets: Where possible, two-stage left turns from side streets
should be provided, allowing a vehicle to store in the center turn lane before maneuvering into the travel
lane. Where a two-stage left turn would conflict with another traffic movement, one-stage left turns could
be considered based on expected traffic volumes.

•

Phase improvements to avoid freight rerouting through residential neighborhoods: Where
segments of raised medians are being constructed, ensure that freight traffic can sufficiently reroute on
designated truck routes to avoid rerouting through residential neighborhoods.

Implementing the Balancing Safety and Access framework for raised medians can be done in phases along
Main Street. While the majority of Main Street has a high driveway density and a history of crashes that could
be addressed by raised medians, segments could be prioritized for implementation by the safety impact and
proximity to Tier 1 roundabouts for a comprehensive safety solution. The cost of implementing raised medians
along Main Street is incorporated in the cost of the street cross sections, discussed in the following section.
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STREET CROSS SECTIONS
Currently, the typical cross section on Main Street is approximately 80 feet wide, as shown in Figure 19. The
following section discusses recommended changes to the cross section of Main Street to address the goals
and objectives of the project.

Figure 19. Existing Main Street Typical Cross Section

Cross Section Elements

The key elements of the Main Street cross section are discussed in detail in Tech Memos #13 and #14. Based
on discussion and feedback from the technical team, advisory and governance committees, and broader
community, various elements are being included in the toolbox of solutions for Main Street with the following
potential variations:
•

Travel lanes: Given that Main Street is a freight and Frequent Transit Network corridor, travel lanes
should range from 11 to 12 feet wide. 11-foot travel lanes would be preferred to help reduce travel
speeds and limit the right-of-way footprint of the cross section.

•

Raised medians: Raised medians on Main Street could range from 8-10 feet wide (to allow for sufficient
width for pedestrian crossings and turn lanes, where needed) with an additional four feet of total shy
distance,21 with some flexibility for modifications during design. Where left turn lanes with raised traffic
separators are included, the center turn lane would need to be a minimum of 13 feet wide (west of Bob
Straub Parkway) or 14 feet wide (east of Bob Straub Parkway) as the surrounding land use changes22
and to accommodate ODOT’s Freight Reduction Review Route east of Bob Straub Parkway.

•

The lateral distance from the edge of the travel way to the curb face.
ODOT has created a set of six urban land use contexts to describe the variety of urban areas and unincorporated
communities in Oregon. Utilizing the new ODOT Blueprint for Urban Design, the existing Urban Context for Main Street is
Urban Mix from 20th Street to Bob Straub Parkway, Commercial Corridor from Bob Straub Parkway to 61st Street, and
Residential Corridor from Bob Straub Parkway to 72nd Street.
21
22
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•

Bike infrastructure: On Main Street, bike infrastructure could include standard bike lanes (6 feet each),
buffered bike lanes (7-10 feet each) or raised cycle tracks (11-15 feet each). A raised cycle track could
be implemented in areas with fewer driveways that create conflicts between people biking and motor
vehicles turning onto or off of Main Street.

•

Pedestrian facilities: Sidewalks on Main Street could range from 6.5 to 8 feet and could include
landscaped buffers, ranging from 5 to 6 feet.

Each of these elements are included in the toolbox of solutions and can be combined in different ways along
Main Street to address location-specific constraints and conditions. Any solution on Main Street will also
accommodate Enhanced Corridor transit, consistent with the Main-McVay Transit Study’s recommended Main
Street Locally Preferred Solution23.

Base Street Cross Sections

The elements listed above provide a toolbox of solutions that can be combined to create different cross
sections along Main Street. Below are three base street cross sections that show how these elements can be
combined on Main Street and when certain deviations from these base street cross sections should be
considered. These base street cross sections provide a framework that will allow a future design team to
implement location-specific modifications while still maintaining a relatively consistent cross section along Main
Street. Different street cross sections are provided for east of Bob Straub Parkway and West of Bob Straub
Parkway where applicable, as the surrounding land use contexts change.
Note that any street cross section that widens the existing footprint could have an impact on adjacent
properties and businesses, such as:
•

Impacts to buildings close to the existing right-of-way;

•

Site-specific impacts to parking or signage; and

•

Site circulation changes impacting business operations.

Initial concerns related to property impacts were previously discussed and documented during the Main-McVay
Transit Study (MMTS). Property-specific impacts will be determined during a future Design Phase and the
design team will consider the comments heard during MMTS outreach and adjacent business and property
owner discussions and comments from this planning process, including Collaborative Discussion and Local
Access Forums. The design team will also utilize the Key Principles and Access Management Methodology
(Tech Memo #12) to make decisions regarding any future changes to individual property access points that
may occur through future land use applications and/or the engineering Design Phase once funding for
implementation becomes available.

Enhanced Corridor includes features to improve reliability, reduce transit travel times, and increase passenger comfort,
such as bus queue jumps or roundabouts, stop enhancements and amenities, and adjustments to stop locations. The
details for the transit enhancements will be determined after the Main Street Facility Plan is adopted and a transit project
moves into Phase 3: Project Design.
23
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Constrained Width Cross Section
The base Constrained Width cross section maintains the existing curb-to-curb width for most of the corridor
(Figure 20) but widens the sidewalk by one-half foot on each side to update to current ODOT standards. This
cross section could be used in constrained areas where there would be major impacts to businesses with any
widening of the roadway footprint and may allow for near-term installation of raised medians while deferring
funding for additional streetscape improvements to a later phase. The primary change from the existing cross
section is the reallocation of one foot from each of the outside travel lanes to the bike lanes. The sidewalk may
need to be widened further than shown in areas with obstructions not allowing for adequate clear widths to
meet Americans with Disability Act (ADA) requirements. The median space provides enough width to install a
midblock pedestrian crossing. Where openings occur in the raised medians to accommodate left turn lanes,
the center median area would need to be widened to 13 or 14 feet to accommodate a left turn lane and raised
traffic separator. Where U-turns are allowed, the intersection corners would need widening to accommodate
passenger car U-turns.

Figure 20. Constrained Width Cross Section

The following modifications could be considered to the Constrained Width cross section as the concept is
refined during future design efforts:
•

Adding roadway landscaped strips: The current City of Springfield Development Code requires a fivefoot landscaping buffer. Right-of-way cost could be mitigated by amending the Development Code to
allow swapping the landscaping buffer requirement with the roadway landscaping strip between the
street and the sidewalk.

•

Widening sidewalks: In areas where there would be little to no impact to existing businesses, the
sidewalk could be widened from 6.5 to 8 feet to provide a more comfortable walking environment and
provide space for street furniture. In areas where obstructions exist in the sidewalk, it should be widened
up to eight feet to allow pedestrians to navigate around the obstruction and provide a more comfortable
walking experience.
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Balanced Street Width Cross Section
Another base cross section is the Balanced Street Width cross section, shown in Figure 21. This example
balances the overall width of the road with safety improvements to the bike infrastructure by including buffered
bike lanes. This cross section is approximately eight to nine feet wider (four feet on each side) than the existing
typical cross section.

Figure 21. Balanced Street Width Cross Section
a) West of Bob Straub Parkway

b) East of Bob Straub Parkway
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The following are modifications that could be considered to the Balanced Street Width cross section as the
concept is refined during future design efforts:
•

Narrowing the bike lane buffer: The buffer between the bike lanes and travel lanes could be narrowed
or eliminated in areas of Main Street where the existing right-of-way is constrained.

•

Adding vertical separation in the bike lane buffer: Vertical separation such as flexible plastic
delineators or raised medians could be added in the bike lane buffer to provide a more comfortable bike
facility in areas with few driveways on Main Street (or as driveway consolidation through redevelopment
occurs). In addition, vertical delineators could be considered on key sections of Main Street that provide
bike connectivity to other regional bike routes (e.g., between 28th Street and 32nd Street, which provides
east-west connectivity to the Virginia-Daisy Bikeway south of 32nd Street).

•

Adding landscaped strips: Based on public comments from the second round of community
engagement24, landscaped buffers between the roadway and sidewalk were preferred along Main
Street. In areas where there would be little to no impact to existing businesses, landscaped buffers
could be installed between the curb and the sidewalk. This could help provide stormwater treatment and
improve the aesthetic of Main Street, addressing the Vital Community goal. In addition, the current City
of Springfield Development Code requires a five-foot landscaping buffer. Right-of-way cost could be
mitigated by swapping the buffer requirement with the roadway landscaping strip between the street and
the sidewalk.

•

Widening sidewalks: If feasible considering potential property impacts, the sidewalk could be widened
to provide a more comfortable walking environment and space for street furniture. In areas with
obstructions in the sidewalk, it should be widened to allow pedestrians to navigate around the
obstruction.

Active Transportation Enhanced Cross Section
The Active Transportation Enhanced base cross section is shown in Figure 22. This base cross section
includes a raised cycle track with landscaped buffer between the roadway and raised cycle track. Note that this
base cross section is also discussed in Tech Memo #14. As noted in Tech Memo #14, the Active
Transportation Enhanced cross section would be difficult to implement for long stretches of Main Street east of
Bob Straub Parkway, which is a Freight Reduction Review Route, due to the narrower curb-to-curb distance.
The existing narrowest point on Main Street is 29 feet curb-to-curb, while the Active Transportation Enhanced
cross section would be 26 feet curb-to-curb. The cycle track could be implemented only in areas where there
are few driveways (or as driveway consolidation occurs through redevelopment) to limit the number of conflicts
between people biking on the cycle track and vehicles turning onto and off of Main Street. This cross section is
approximately 16 feet wider (eight feet on each side) than the existing typical cross section but could be more
easily implemented in areas of Main Street where the existing right-of-way is larger than the typical existing
cross section of 80 feet.

24

See online open house and focus group summaries.
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Figure 22. Active Transportation Enhanced Cross Section

Potential modifications to this cross section include:
•

Converting to a buffered bike lane at U-turns: Due to the limited curb-to-curb width at locations
where U-turns are allowed, extensive widening would be needed to accommodate a U-turn. Instead, the
cycle track could be converted to a buffered bike lane at U-turn locations to maximize the curb-to-curb
width.

•

Converting to a shared use path: Due to its two-way nature, there are limited applications on Main
Street where it would be safe to install a shared use path. Shared use paths can be difficult to
implement safely in areas where people biking and walking would need to interact often with motor
vehicle traffic (such as driveways and intersections), as drivers often do not expect bicyclists to
approach from both directions. In areas where there are few conflicts with driveways25 or a large amount
of right-of-way to provide a sufficient setback to store turning vehicles (20-25 feet), a shared use path
could be considered. However, considerations would be needed to allow people biking on the two-way
shared use paths to cross back to the correct side of the street to their respective one-way bike lanes at
the start and end of any shared use path.

Table 7 shows the benefits and tradeoffs of the three base cross sections. Note that all three base cross
sections include the same median treatment assumptions. Some of the major differentiators in the scoring
among the base cross sections include:

The intent of constructing a shared use path is to provide a low-stress environment for people walking and biking and,
therefore, the number of driveway conflicts should be consistent with a low-stress environment. The amount of conflicts
could vary depending on the number of driveways and the frequency of driveway use.
25
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•

Safety: While all of the cross sections include raised medians, which have significant potential to reduce
crashes on Main Street (see the raised median discussion above), the cross sections have different bike
facilities. With a buffered bike lane or raised cycle track, safety improves for people biking. Landscaping
between people walking/biking and people driving has the potential to reduce vehicle speeds based on
traffic calming principles.

•

Business Community: As all of the cross sections include raised medians, there is not a significant
difference between change in travel time to access businesses or the availability of truck routes.

•

Mobility: The Active Transportation Enhanced cross section has a narrower curb-to-curb distance,
which could potentially reduce the “hole-in-the-air” vehicle carrying capacity of Main Street east of Bob
Straub, which is designated as a Freight Reduction Review Route (meaning there cannot be significant
horizontal or vertical constraints26 that limit the size of freight vehicles beyond what can currently travel
on the street).

•

Transportation Choices: Both a buffered bike lane (Balanced Street Width cross section) and a raised
cycle track (Active Transportation Enhanced cross section) would improve the comfort of people biking
on Main Street. A landscaped buffer (Active Transportation Enhanced cross section) would also improve
the comfort of people walking on Main Street. Modifications to the Balanced Street Width and
Constrained Width cross sections, such as adding a landscaped buffer where space allows, could
improve the Transportation Choices goal scoring from what is shown below.

•

Vital Community: A landscaped buffer (Active Transportation Enhanced cross section) would increase
the potential for streetscape improvements and have the potential to reduce vehicle speeds.
Modifications to the Balanced Street Width and Constrained Width cross sections such as adding a
landscaped buffer where space allows could improve the Vital Community goal scoring from what is
shown below.

•

Feasibility: The Constrained Width cross section is the most feasible for the majority of Main Street. It
maintains the existing curb-to-curb distance for most of the corridor, minimizing construction costs and
right-of-way impacts (total cost approx. $8-10 million/mile)27. Note that even a pavement preservation
project would trigger the need for ADA upgrades along Main Street and would likely cost $3-5 million per
mile. The Active Transportation Enhanced cross section would significantly widen Main Street, having a
greater right-of-way impact and increasing the construction cost (total cost approx. $15-20 million/mile)
and maintenance cost. The Balanced Street Width cross section would balance cost and right-of-way
impact (total cost approx. $10-15 million/mile). Both the Balanced Street Width and Active
Transportation Enhanced cross sections are more consistent with the long-term vision for Main Street as
articulated in the 2015 Main Street Vision Plan and meet the current multimodal ODOT guidance.

Horizontal or vertical constraints may include curbs, medians, trees, or roadway signs that create a chokepoint on the
roadway and limit the size of freight vehicles that can safely pass through.
27 Cost estimates are discussed in Tech Memo #14, with details included in Tech Memo #14 Appendix F.
26
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Table 7. Street Cross Section Scoring Summary
(Raised Medians Scored Separately in Table 6 above, Combined Scoring in Table 9 below)
Constrained
Width

Goals

and Example Evaluation Criteria

Safety

Balanced
Street
Width

Active
Transportation
Enhanced

Potential to reduce crashes and vehicle speeds.

Business Community

Change in travel time to access businesses, availability of truck
routes, and potential impacts on business signing.

Mobility

Delay at intersections, travel time through Main Street, and
potential impacts to freight Reduction Review Route.

Transportation Choices

Frequency of crossings for people walking and biking, and the
comfort of the walking and biking infrastructure.

Vital Community

Potential for streetscape improvements, such as landscaping, and
the directness of routes between neighborhoods and Main Street
destinations and services.

Feasibility

Degree to which recommendations can be implemented due to
cost and right-of-way impacts, and the benefit of safety-focused
improvements.
Note: The safety elements above have been scored using the criteria described in Technical Memorandum #11: Solutions Evaluation
Criteria. Scores are not intended to determine a single option, but rather help inform the conversation about which safety solutions work
best for Main Street. Options might score differently if used together with other elements but are shown here without consideration for
how they may be combined.
Strongly supports;

Moderately supports;

No significant changes;

Moderately conflicts;

Strongly conflicts
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Cross Section Recommendation

In the short-term, the Constrained Width cross section should be implemented on Main Street to address the
immediate safety concerns if sufficient funding is not available to construct the longer-term recommendation
(as it would be the cheapest and quickest way to implement raised medians).
As a longer-term solution, the majority of Main Street is recommended as Balanced Street Width cross section,
with flexibility to implement modifications from the base cross section, including the possibility of the
Constrained Width cross section being implemented as a longer-term solution in areas on Main Street that are
extremely constrained. The Active Transportation Enhanced cross section is recommended where there is
wider existing right-of-way on Main Street and fewer driveways to conflict with the cycle track. Implementing
these cross sections would have a significant safety benefit from the raised medians with a minimized right-ofway impact to adjacent properties, making it more feasible to implement. The recommendation significantly
improves bike and pedestrian facilities over existing conditions and can improve safety for people walking and
biking. Additional enhanced crossings for people walking and biking will be considered during a future Design
Phase, as well as any wayfinding and signage improvements to help connect people to the Virginia-Daisy
Bikeway.
Figure 23 below shows the recommended long-term cross sections for various segments of Main Street.
Specific variations from the base cross section that should be considered based on location-specific
constraints are also noted and discussed for each segment in Table 8 below.
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Figure 23. Long-Term Cross Section Recommendation
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Table 8. Cross Section Recommendation Summary

Segment

21st Street
to 32nd
Street

32nd
Street to
48th Street

48th Street
to 52nd
Street

Recommended
Cross Section

Balanced Street
Width

Balanced Street
Width

Balanced Street
Width

Length /
Estimated
Planning
Level CostA
(millions)

0.7 miles /
$7-11

1.5 miles /
$15-23

0.5 miles /
$5-8

Urban
Context

Urban Mix

Urban Mix

Urban Mix

Considerations

Potential Modifications from Base Cross Section Recommendation

The wider right-of-way through most of this section will better
accommodate widening the existing footprint to include the buffered
bike lanes. However, the Active Transportation Enhanced cross
section would likely be difficult to implement through this section given
the number of driveways and U-turn opportunities, particularly on the
west end of the segment.

•

Adding landscaping between the curb and sidewalk where there is additional existing
right-of-way.

•

Adding vertical delineators in sections where there are fewer driveways. In particular,
vertical delineators should be considered between 28th Street and 32nd Street, as Main
Street provides a regional bike connection from west of 28th Street to the Virginia-Daisy
Bikeway southeast of Main Street/32nd Street.

Numerous businesses through this section of Main Street would likely
be significantly impacted from widening the existing footprint (either
through building impacts or site-specific parking and circulation
impacts). Note that impacts will be more fully evaluated during a future
Design Phase of the project.

•

Narrowing the bike buffer from three feet to a conventional bike lane could be
considered in constrained right-of-way sections where there would be greater impacts to
properties and businesses fronting Main Street.

•

Adding landscaping between the curb and sidewalk where right-of-way is less
constrained, particularly as properties redevelop.

Numerous businesses through this section of Main Street would likely
be significantly impacted from widening the existing footprint (either
through building impacts or site-specific parking and circulation
impacts). Note that impacts will be more fully evaluated during a future
Design Phase of the project.

•

Narrowing the bike buffer from three feet to a conventional bike lane could be
considered in constrained right-of-way sections where there would be greater impacts to
properties and businesses fronting Main Street (note that impacts will be more fully
evaluated during a future Design Phase of the project).

•

Adding landscaping between the curb and sidewalk where right-of-way is less
constrained, particularly as properties redevelop.

•

Adding vertical delineators to the bike lane where there are fewer driveways.

This segment of Main Street has more existing right-of-way to
• Where driveway densities are higher (such as the north side of the segment), buffered
accommodate a wider cross section footprint. This segment also has
bike lanes could be implemented instead.
limited driveways (especially on the south side), making it easier to
• Increase the curb-to-curb distance to minimize impacts to the freight Reduction Review
implement a cycle track. The cycle track will help people biking safely
Route east of Bob Straub Parkway.
52nd
cross Bob Straub Parkway and provide a protected bicycle facility to
Active
Urban Mix/
th
Street to
1.0 miles /
travel to 58 Street and Thurston High School. East of Bob Straub
Transportation
Commerical
58th
$12-18 B
Parkway is a freight Reduction Review Route and would likely require
Enhanced
Corridor
Street
widening the curb-to-curb distance shown above in Figure 22 to
minimize potential impacts to the “hole-in-the-air”. The current curb-tocurb pinch point east of Bob Straub Parwkay is 29 feet. The Urban
Context is Urban Mix west of Bob Straub Parkway and Commercial
Corridor from Bob Straub Parkway to 61st Street.
A Cost estimates are based on costs from Tech Memo #14, with details included in Tech Memo #14 Appendix F. Cost estimates are based on the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering International (AACE) classifications.
Planning level cost estimates (Class 5) indicate a 0-2% project definition and cost estimates may range from +100% to -50%. As the recommended solution becomes more defined through planning and design, the cost estimates will
continue to be refined and will have less variation in range.
B Cost estimate for Active Transportation Enhanced for this segment reduced by approximately 15 percent to reflect larger existing right-of-way between 52nd Street and Bob Straub Parkway, reducing the right-of-way costs associated
with the wider cross section footprint.
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Table 8. Cross Section Recommendation Summary (continued)

Segment

60th Place
to 69th
Street

Recommended
Cross Section

Balanced Street
Width

Length /
Estimated
Planning
Level
CostA
(millions)

0.9 miles /
$9-14

Land Use
Context

Commerical
Corridor
/Residential
Corridor

Considerations

Unlike the previous segments, the majority of this segemnt is considered a
Residential Corridor (east of 61st Street). This segment is part of the freight
Reduction Review Route.

Potential Modifications

•

Narrowing the bike buffer from three feet to a conventional bike lane could be
considered in constrained right-of-way sections where there would be greater
impacts to properties and businesses fronting Main Street (note that impacts will be
more fully evaluated during a future Design Phase of the project) or where the turn
lane needs to be widened to 14 feet (including traffic separator) to meet ODOT
standards.

•

Adding landscaping between the curb and sidewalk where right-of-way is less
constrained, particularly as properties redevelop.

This segment is part of the freight Reduction Review Route. Main Street
• Narrowing the bike buffer from three feet to a conventional bike lane could be
currently narrows to a three-lane section shortly east of 72nd Street. Traffic
considered in constrained right-of-way sections where there would be greater
volumes on Main Street east of 69th Street are over 40 percent lower than
impacts to properties fronting Main Street (note that impacts will be more fully
near Bob Straub Parkway, with an annual average daily traffic volume of
evaluated during a future Design Phase of the project) or where the turn lane needs
approximately 15,500 vehicles. A three-lane section could be
to be widened to 14 feet (including traffic separator) to meet ODOT standards.
accommodated with a roundabout at 69th Street (or traffic signal) without
• Adding landscaping between the curb and sidewalk where right-of-way is less
69th Street
significant operational issues. A three-lane section could be implemented
Balanced Street
0.3 miles /
Residential
constrained, particularly as properties redevelop.
nd
to 72
either with or without raised medians, although a wide median would be
Width
NAB
Corridor
Street
needed to accommodate U-turns (or U-turns would need to be limited). A
• Narrowing to a three-lane cross section (i.e., eliminating one travel lane in each
three-lane section could accommodate improved facilities for people walking
direction) should be considered in this segment to help reduce vehicle speeds and
and biking and could be combined with walking and biking facilities east of
improve bike and pedestrian facilities without a significant right-of-way impact.
72nd Street to connect to the Thurston Hills Natural Area trailhead. This
could also provide space for landscaping or a gateway treatment for vehicles
entering or leaving the city to indicate the transition to and from rural and
more urban areas.
A Cost estimates are based on costs from Tech Memo #14, with details included in Tech Memo #14 Appendix F. Cost estimates are based on the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering International (AACE) classifications.
Planning level cost estimates (Class 5) indicate a 0-2% project definition and cost estimates may range from +100% to -50%. As the recommended solution becomes more defined through planning and design, the cost estimates will
continue to be refined and will have less variation in range.
B More detail is needed on the three-lane cross section design to determine a cost estimate for 69 th Street and 72nd Street.
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RECOMMENDATION
The following summarizes the recommendation for comprehensive safety improvements on Main Street:
•

Intersection Control: Roundabouts are recommended as the long-term solution for Main Street.
Roundabouts would be implemented as funding becomes available and should be prioritized based on
the project’s goals and objectives. The Main Street intersections at 42nd Street, 48th Street, and 54th
Street are identified as high-priority locations for implementation. Installing roundabouts at the seven
major study intersections could decrease crashes at each intersection by nearly 48 percent and limit
out-of-direction travel time to an average of 31 seconds (compared to an average of 53 seconds with
traffic signals) when paired with raised medians. Roundabouts can also reduce overall delay at
intersections by an average of approximately 40 seconds compared to signalized intersections.
Roundabouts have reserve capacity in excess of the minimum required, thus extending adequate
mobility beyond the Facility Plan’s time horizon.

•

Raised Medians: The raised median framework should follow the guiding principles28 for the Balanced
Safety and Access approach. This recommendation would reduce crashes by nearly 48 percent when
combined with roundabouts, equating to 16 fewer fatal and injury crashes per year. This
recommendation would significantly improve safety while limiting the out-of-direction travel to an
average of 31 seconds (ranging from 9 to 53 seconds) when combined with roundabouts. Raised
medians can be prioritized at high-crash locations near high-priority roundabouts to create a
comprehensive safety solution for Main Street.

•

Street Cross Section: The Balanced Street Width and Active Transportation Enhanced cross sections
are recommended, as shown in Figure 23 above. As engineering design progresses in the future,
variations from these base cross sections, noted in the Street Cross Section above, can be pursued. In
the short-term, the Constrained Width cross section could be implemented on Main Street to address
the immediate safety concerns (as it would be the cheapest and quickest way to implement raised
medians) or implemented in areas on Main Street that have the most constrained right-of-way.

Additional low-cost systemic safety improvements identified by previous safety investigations29 should be
implemented where appropriate, including enhancing street lighting and reducing access density along the
entire corridor. This solution should also accommodate Enhanced Corridor transit, consistent with the MainMcVay Transit Study’s recommended Main Street Locally Preferred Solution.
Table 9 summarizes how the combined recommendation (intersection control, raised medians, street cross
section) performs relative to the project goals and objectives. Overall, the recommendations are extremely
effective at meeting the project goals. In particular, with the combination of raised medians and roundabouts,
there is a significant safety benefit for all three street cross sections. With the implementation of raised
medians paired with roundabouts, there is a generally acceptable level of out-of-direction travel time (an

28
29

Guiding principles for the Balanced Safety and Access approach discussed on pages 38-39.
All systemic safety improvements from safety evaluations listed in Tech Memo #14.
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average of 31 seconds) and minimal freight rerouting required to access businesses on Main Street. Each of
the three street cross sections presented provide a different balance of the transportation choices, vital
community, and feasibility goals to allow for flexibility during a future Design Phase.

Table 9. Combined Recommendation Scoring Summary
Constrained
Width +

Roundabouts +
Balance Safety and
Access Medians

Goals

and Example Evaluation Criteria

Safety

Balanced Street
Width +

Roundabouts +
Balance Safety and
Access Medians

Active Transportation
Enhanced +
Roundabouts + Balance
Safety and Access
Medians

Potential to reduce crashes and vehicle
speeds.

Business Community

Change in travel time to access businesses,
availability of truck routes, and potential
impacts on business signing.

Mobility

Delay at intersections, travel time through
Main Street, and potential impacts to freight
Reduction Review Route.

Transportation Choices

Frequency of crossings for people walking
and biking, and the comfort of the walking and
biking infrastructure.

Vital Community

Potential for streetscape improvements, such
as landscaping, and the directness of routes
between neighborhoods and Main Street
destinations and services.

Feasibility

Degree to which recommendations can be
implemented due to cost and right-of-way
impacts, and the benefit of safety-focused
improvements.
Note: The safety elements above have been scored using the criteria described in Technical Memorandum #11: Solutions Evaluation
Criteria. Scores are not intended to determine a single option, but rather help inform the conversation about which safety solutions work
best for Main Street.
Strongly supports;

Moderately supports;

No significant changes;

Moderately conflicts;

Strongly conflicts
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Table 10 lists the planning level cost estimates for the recommended improvements on Main Street.

Table 10. Combined Recommendation Cost
Intersection/Segment
21St Street
21st Street to 32nd Street
28th Street
32nd Street
32nd Street to 48th Street
42nd Street
48th Street
48th Street to 52nd Street
52nd Street to Bob Straub
Parkway
54th Street
Bob Straub Parkway to 60th
Place
58th Street
60th Place to 69th Street
Mountaingate Drive
69th Street

Intersection
Recommendation
Roundabout (Tier 3)
Roundabout (Tier 2)
Roundabout (Tier 2)
Roundabout (Tier 1)
Roundabout (Tier 1)
Roundabout (Tier 1)
Roundabout (Tier 2)
Roundabout (Tier 3)
Roundabout (Tier 3)

Cross Section
Recommendation
Balanced Width
Balanced Width
Balanced Width
Active Transportation
Enhanced
Balanced Width

Planning Level Cost
EstimateA (2019 dollars)
$5 million
$7-11 million
$5 million
$5 million
$15-23 million
$5 million
$5 million
$5-8 million

Balanced Width
Total
(rounded)

$5 million
$9-14 million
$5 million
$5 million

$6-9 million
$5 million
$5-8 million

$95 - $120 million

Cost estimates are based on the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering International (AACE) classifications. Planning
level cost estimates (Class 5) indicate a 0-2% project definition and cost estimates may range from +100% to -50%. As the
recommended solution becomes more defined through planning and design, the cost estimates will continue to be refined and will have
less variation in range. Cost estimates include generic assumptions for right-of-way cost. Cost estimates will need to be scaled
accordingly based on inflation over time.
A

To help illustrate this long-term recommendation on Main Street, two plan view graphics are provided in
Figures 24 and 25. These concepts show raised medians, potential U-turning locations, potential breaks in the
raised median to allow for left turns onto and off of Main Street (including two-stage left turns, where
appropriate), and recommended cross section improvements. A map of Main Street is included in Appendix A
showing the footprint associated with the long-term recommendation for the length of the study corridor.
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Figure 24. Example Long Term Corridor Recommendation – 36th Street to 46th Street
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Figure 25. Example Long Term Corridor Recommendation – 51st Street to 54th Street
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APPENDIX A – CORRIDOR CONCEPT

The figures on the following pages illustrate the recommended infrastructure planning
concept to address the safety problem on Main Street. Note that these figures are high-level
planning concepts and right-of-way impacts may increase or decrease as the concept is
refined during a future Design Phase.
The concept figures depict both roundabouts and signalized intersection footprints that can
be refined during a future Design Phase. In particular, the roundabout approaches can be
modified during a future design as design tradeoffs and right-of-way impacts are better
understood.
The concept figures also include the recommended raised median treatment framework,
including locations where passenger car U-turns would be allowed. The average out-of-direction
travel time is listed for every segment on Main Street (measured as traveling from the middle of
segment, making a U-turn, and traveling back to the same point to represent the average
additional time it would take a vehicle to access a typical property along that segment).
Additionally, the concept figures illustrate the footprint of the recommended long-term cross
section.
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APPENDIX B – U-TURN GRAPHICS

The figures on the following pages compare the roadway widening necessary to accommodate
U-turns for passenger vehicles and interstate semitrailer trucks (WB-67) at each study
intersection.
The example graphics depict the approximate existing right-of-way in red. A proposed curb line
that accounts for the roadway widening necessary to allow for either passenger vehicle or
freight vehicle U- turns at the existing signalized intersections is shown in orange.
Note that the figures do not assume any widening of the typical cross section that would be
required to implement the long-term cross section recommendations (these figures only depict
a No Build cross section). Additionally, the figures do not assume any roadway widening for
turn lanes that would likely be needed in some locations to meet mobility standards. Thus,
actual right-of-way impacts of a safety infrastructure solution that includes signalized
intersections would likely vary from what is shown (see Appendix A for an illustration of the
recommended concept for Main Street).
As presented in the figures below, even using the No Build cross section, roadway widening to
allow for freight vehicle U-turns at signalized intersections is infeasible given the large right-ofway needed and the impact to traffic signal operations.
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